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	It is appropriate that I first acknowledge my appreciation to Professor Leo Grigsby for inviting me to
	prepare the chapter on power transformers for the first edition (2001) of his now very popular Electric
	Power Engineering Handbook. From this evolved the recognition that two chapters from the 2001
	Handbook, those for (1) substations and (2) transformers, could be extracted, expanded, and be offered
	as stand-alone books while retaining the composite association with Professor Grigsby’s overall work.
	Thus, the first edition of Electric Power Transformer Engineering was offered by CRC Press in 2004.


	As editor of the book, my charge to the chapter authors was to direct their messages to engineers who
	know the basic physics, or applications, or possess a hands-on working knowledge of power transformers.
	Thus, it is believed that all persons with a power transformer background experience, be they
	merely curious, seasoned professionals, or acknowledged experts, will find much in the book with which
	to relate, and that all such readers will glean material appropriate to their individual degree of expertise.
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Computer Algebra Recipes: An Introductory Guide to the Mathematical Models of ScienceSpringer, 2006
A computer algebra system (CAS) not only has the ability to "crunch numbers" and plot results, like traditional computing languages such as Fortran and C, but it can also perform the symbolic manipulations and analytic derivations required in most undergraduate and graduate science and engineering courses. To introduce students in these...
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Blender 2.5 Lighting and RenderingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Each chapter develops a different aspect of a Blender technique. The book is essentially a step-by-step tutorial, which builds up your knowledge throughout. It has practical examples such as lighting a tricycle in open space, lighting a wine bottle on a table, and lighting a room that has a lamp as well as sunlight coming in through the...
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Food Chemical Risk Analysis (Food Science & Safety Series)Springer, 1997

	The recognition that chemicals in food, whatever their origin, might
	present a risk to the consumer has long been recognised. However, early
	food regulations at the beginning of the century were primarily aimed at
	prevention of adulteration and fraud rather than directed at consumer
	safety. It is only in the second half of the century...
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Strategic Marketing: In the Customer Driven OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Marketing is the function within an organization that focuses directly on the customer. Strategic Marketing in the Customer Driven Organization places a unique emphasis on the reason for the existence of the firm -- to provide, communicate and deliver value to the customer. Through the use of many international examples,...
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Effect of Mechanical and Physical Properties on Fabric HandWoodhead Publishing, 2005

	The phenomena of fabric hand is one of the most significant characteristics in determining fabric marketing, and providing the fabric scope of end-uses, performance, and appearance.


	For several decades, the study of fabric hand has attracted interest of research and development in engineering groups, textiles and fiber scientists,...
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Securing Windows 2000 Step by StepSANS Press, 2001
This guide is the joint product of a community of Windows security managers and experts, who have voluntarily shared their experiences in this field so that others may benefit. The guide can be used to substantially improve the security of Windows 2000 computers and networks.

Just as Windows 2000 is the next evolution of Windows NT 4.0,...
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